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FROM THE EDITOR

LETTER FROM LONDON
JACK WOODALL
I wrote last year from London to say how
things in England seemed to be getting more
like Brazil every year – or worse. Those of
you who don’t live in Barra may not know
that at least twice last year there was no light
in the Zuzu Angel tunnel between Gavea and
São Conrado because thieves had stolen the
electric cabling; copper scrap brings a good
price. The last time, one of the thieves managed to kill himself by electrocution, which
seems to have deterred them since. But at
least the tunnel was never closed to traffic.
This year, what greeted us on our arrival in
England in June were newspaper headlines
that thieves had cut and stolen the cables at
a Farnborough electrical substation. That
caused a signal failure that turned all the
lights red from Waterloo at the height of the
evening rush hour, stranding 60 trains full of
commuters, including pregnant, diabetic and
standing passengers, for hours. It was a
warm summer’s night and as the lighting and
ventilation failed, the passengers tried to get
out onto the line, but the guard came along
and bolted the doors. When some passengers eventually escaped onto the tracks,
police appeared and instead of helping, tried
to arrest them for trespassing on railway
property!
The lovely black-&-white mosaic rolling
motion pavements all over Rio are crum-

bling, dug up and not repaired; the cement
paving stones in the side streets of East
Twickenham have been cracked and uneven
for years, to the extent that I saw a mum in
high heels, who had just collected her child
from daycare, trip and almost drop him.
Then there’s the litter. We’re used to seeing
discarded empty plastic bottles in the gutter
in Rio, but in Richmond it’s now just the
same. Plus here we have something Rio
doesn’t; streets littered with orange rubber
bands, courtesy of the Post Office. They bundle the post up in packets secured by these,
and the postmen chuck them on the ground
when they unbundle them. I wish I had the
contract to sell rubber bands to the P.O. –
nationwide, they must get through a ton of
them a month. Then in just 100 yards along
one side street, I spotted the following on
the pavement or in the gutter: empty wrappers for Snickers, Sammy Dodgers (whatever
that is) & McDonald’s sugar; Just Juice &
Ribena packets; anonymous white styrofoam
and cardboard Wild Bean coffee cups; a
Pepsi can, flattened by a passing car; a Euro
Millions lottery ticket; an empty Bulgarian
white cow cheese packet; a WorkWear clothing label and a label in Cyrillic! (We do have
Russian neighbours). To be fair, this probably not due to humans; urban foxes roam the
streets at night, and must know Wednesday
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APOLOGY
I am sorry that some people in the
community took my last two editorials literally and did not realize that I
was joking; fortunately other people
did realise that. I apologise to those
I offended – that was definitely not
my intention.

– Jack Woodall, Editor

night is party night, when residents put out
their kitchen rubbish for collection early the
next day. The foxes tear open the bags and
scatter their contents far and wide. (Same
thing happens with raccoons in the USA and
dogs in India). And in England we have no
helpful vultures to clean up! The whole
urban sanitation situation in both places is
sad, isn’t it?
Talking about wildlife going out of control
in England, finding a green or yellow parrot
feather on the ground in Rio is no big thing,
but a bit startling in London. There you trace
it to a chattering flock of admittedly pretty,
long-tailed Himalayan ring-necked parakeets, which annoyingly strip kerbside and
garden trees, cherry orchards and grape
vines of fruit long before it ripens. About
40,000 parakeets are thought to be in
London and the South-East alone. Legend
has it the birds escaped from Shepperton
Studios in Surrey during filming of the 1951
movie The African Queen, starring Humphrey
Bogart and Katharine Hepburn.
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BRITISH & COMMONWEALTH
SOCIETY
Queen’s Birthday Party

photo in the centre spread. Anne
Phillips kept an endless succession of
pots filled with Tetley’s tea, specially
imported from England, steaming in
from the kitchen.
While the adults ate and drank – besides
tea there was a cash bar efficiently run
by Robin & Ana Evans – a group of
young mothers spread newspapers on a
big table where their children stuck red,
white and blue feathers onto sheets of
paper to make their own Union Jacks.
Then they paraded in fancy dress for an
ad hoc panel of judges. The winners
were Paloma de Carvalho as a Scots
soldier, incredibly cute little Beatriz
Moreira as Minnie Mouse (BCS office
administrator Gaynor Smith's granddaughter) and Sophie Wright in a tall
pointy hat as Noddy.

Fancy dress prizewinners

We tried something different this year –
an English tea-party. Advertised to start
at 4pm, at 3:30 there were already plenty
of customers champing at the bit to get
in. They were somewhat chastened to
discover that the food would only be
served after a decent interval for
conversation, live piano music and a
children’s programme. But when it
came, what a luscious spread! All homemade: scones with whipped cream and
strawberry jam, tomato, cucumber, egg
and cheese sandwiches, assorted cakes
and cupcakes, you name it. The big
central table was overflowing with
treats, all of which were eagerly
consumed, leaving not a scrap behind –
as can be seen from the bare table in a
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Then it was time for speeches. Outgoing
Chairman Mary Crawshaw introduced
incoming Chairman Jack Woodall, and
thanked all those who had helped with
the party. Jack welcomed the guests and
began by thanking Mary for organising
the party and the raffle prizes (including
the air tickets), for which she received
much applause. He asked for Commonwealth guests to identify themselves and
a number of Canadians & South
Africans did so. He was followed by
Christ Church vicar Canon Stuart
Broughton, who asked how many of those
present remembered the Coronation –
from the show of hands, quite a few.
Prosecco was served and the Loyal Toast
was raised, followed by three rousing
cheers for Her Majesty, and the singing
of the National Anthem.
Then, what everybody was waiting for –
the raffle. There were so many R$10
tickets sold that the urn overflowed and
had to be decanted into a larger, rather
down-market cardboard box so they
could be mixed properly. In the absence
of a representative from the British
Consulate, Canadian Consul & Commercial Programme Manager in Rio,
Anouk Bergeron-Laliberte, graciously
consented to pick out the raffle tickets
for the prizes for the British Airways &

American Airlines tickets. Those were
left unopened until all the rest of the
winners had received their prizes. Next
to draw a ticket was Derek Barnes, a
Trustee of our sister society, the British
& Commonwealth Community Council
(BCCC) of São Paulo, representing its
president, Carolina Dupont-Liot. Thereafter, each winner drew the next ticket,
with the enthusiastic aid of some of the
children. Jack Woodall had some difficulty
in juggling tickets, temperamental
microphone and champagne glass while
he announced the winners! By special
request, Mary announced the winning
numbers in Portuguese also.
The lucky raffle winners with their
prizes & ticket numbers were:
• British Airways Ticket Rio-LondonRio (for 2): Mônica Hulme - 65
• American Airlines Ticket Rio-USARio: Sheila Causer - 121
• Weekend for two – Copacabana
Palace: Marilene Oliver - 252
• Feijoada lunch for two – Copacabana
Palace: Mark Archer - 255
• Feijoada lunch for two – Copacabana
Palace: Moira McLauchlan - 183
• Brunch – Copacabana Palace: Audrey
Mason - 265
• Facial – by Silvia Chvaicer Estética:
Margarita Mari - 685
• Lymphatic Drainage by Chvaicer
Estética: Jon Harris - 655
• Bottle Black Label Johnny Walker
Whisky: Lorna O’Gara - 148
• Watercolour Painting: Sheila - 358
• Jar of Mega Mango Chutney: Michael
Stanford - 438
• Framed Oil Painting: Robert Hartley 584
• Dinner for two – Restaurante Tereze:
Tony Betts - 48
• Framed Painting by Niterói artist:
Andy Casterton - 592
• Granado products: Moira Schottler - 005
• Sinfonia da Natureza CD: Ricardo
Frena - 113
• Jam & Chutney Basket: Christine
Rutherford - 233
• Royal Wedding Commemorative coin:
Jeanette Acha - 422
• Granado products: Clare Wright - 328
• Granado products: Rachel Maingot - 478
• CD Melodias de Paz: Sérgio Nascimento - 211
• Granado bag: Georgia Duckworth - 318
• Royal Wedding Commemorative coin:
Mary Batalha - 553
• CD – Sopro Mágico: Jane Fleming - 153
• Granado products: Jeanette Riddell - 161
• Royal Wedding Commemorative coin:
Derrick Phillips - 44
• Granado products: Jane Fleming - 156
• Royal Wedding Commemorative coin:
Ana Campbell - 536

All in all, the party was a great success,
much enjoyed by everyone. Grateful
thanks are extended to the Copacabana
Palace for the beautiful cake, and to all
those who helped decorate the Hall and
the tables, made the edibles, entertained
the children, manned the door and sold
raffle tickets, raising R$5.000,00 for
charity. This was earmarked for the
maintenance of a home for 3-6-year-old
orphans of the Friburgo landslides, in a
building under restoration in Mury.
[Centre Spread photos by Chris Hieatt]

Visit to English Cemetery

Following the visit we went to the
nearby and traditional restaurant Sentai,
for excellent bolinhos de bacalhau,
lobster and (over-sweet, as ever)
Portuguese deserts. We are grateful to
Chris for his excellent guidance.
An earlier tour was organized by the
State University of Rio in conjunction
with a seminar – see the British Burial
Fund below.

Forthcoming Events
Watch the BCS E-news & website
www.bcsrio.org.br for notices of events,
especially Mike Kepp’s talk about his
adventures in Brazil on 25th August,the
Beatles night on 17th September and
Christmas Party on 10th December.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
We had a party…

On 22nd June a small group of members
(several from Niteroi, with relatives
buried there) was treated to an
interesting guided tour of the cemetery
in Gamboa by Chris Hieatt, the Hon.
Treasurer of the British Burial Fund,
who manages it. It is a well-maintained
and bucolic site, overlooked by Rio's
oldest favela.
Chris explained that the cemetery was
officially created by Dom João VI in
Decree No 3 of 8th January 1809,
following the Royal Navy's escorting of
the Portuguese court to Brazil. It was
the first non-Catholic burial ground in
South America, and the first open air
cemetery in this country. The first
registered burial was on Jan 5th, 1811,
which is why the 200th anniversary is
being celebrated this year. But it was
only dedicated in 1869, by the Bishop of
Honolulu!
Several of the graves and memorials are
WWI &WWII Royal Navy & Airforce,
maintained by the Commonwealth War
Graves Commission. Admiral Lord
Cochrane is honoured with a
monument, though he is buried in
Westminster Abbey in London, and
Admiral Taylor, who stayed on to build
the Brazilian Navy was buried here in
1855. Most graves are of Protestant
Britons, many of whom died very
young, though several other nationalities (and denominations) are
represented, including a substantial
sprinkling of orthodox Russians.

And it was wonderful! If you were there,
you know that the American Society
Rio’s America’s Day 2011 was well-nigh
perfect. Wonderful weather, great food
and drink, no waiting in line for
anything, lots of activities for all the
kids, softball for everyone, great music
from ArizonA, and a rousing rendition
of the Star-Spangled Banner. In the
words of Mike Royster’s co-emcee, Mike
Kepp, “It really felt like we were all back
in the USA.” Thanks to the American
School for hosting us and supplying lots
of workers who put it all together and
cleaned up afterwards. Thanks, especially,
to Jenée Slocum for organizing almost
everyone and to loads of other
volunteers, too numerous to mention,
who contributed time and energy and
sweat to making the day just right.

You don’t count!
But you could (and should) be counted!
And we’ll tell you how to do just that.
If you want it in a nutshell, here ’tis…
Please visit www.Counting-CitizensAbroad.org right now. You will find it
well worth your time and the
implications of your going there can
have a profound impact for our ENTIRE
American community overseas – here in
Rio de Janeiro and all around the world!
Really!
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Allow us to explain further: Last year,
the United States conducted its
constitutionally-mandated, decennial
census of the U.S. population. From
Alabama to Wyoming, citizens in all 50
states, as well as those who live in the
territories of Puerto Rico, Guam, the
Northern Mariana Islands, the U.S.
Virgin Islands and American Samoa,
and all US military and diplomatic
personnel who are stationed abroad –
ALL participated in the census.
However, if you’re a U.S. citizen but NOT
a part of any of those constituencies
above, YOU didn’t participate because
YOU DON’T COUNT or, more accurately, you were not to be counted. That’s
because the Bureau of the Census makes
no provision for counting U.S .citizens
who reside overseas.
This is interesting because, in the 2008
U.S. elections, more Americans abroad
voted via absentee ballots than at any

Thanks, as well, to the hard work of Ana
Lúcia Pinto, we also had the pleasure of
handing out some 64 raffle prizes,
which included not one, but two,
separate prizes from our Platinum
Sponsor American Airlines – each of
them being a round-trip ticket to the
Lower 48 contiguous states. Other
prizes included jewelry, weekend
getaways, restaurant meals, massages
and other body care treatments, as well
as vouchers from several of our
participating Star Card merchants. All
raffle proceeds will go to charities
supported by the American Society Rio.
Thanks, finally, to our sponsor
RioTimesOnline, which carried a front
page story on our event, complete with
pictures and interviews. You can read all
about it by visiting the website
www.RioTimesOnline.com and searching for “America’s Day”.
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other time in history. Some 900,000
votes were cast from overseas.
In the aftermath of this, the Federal
Voting Assistance Program (www.
FVAP.gov) – the U.S. agency legally charged
with oversight and management of US
citizens’ voting rights abroad – was
asked in a U.S. Congress hearing, “Well,
just how many Americans DO live
abroad?”
The response? No one really knows for
sure.
Although estimates range from 4 to 6
million, there is no confirmation of any
figure that could be considered reliable.
And think about this: If one assumes
that 5 million Americans live overseas,
that collective community is larger than
the individual populations of 28 states!
Yet, unlike many other nations, which
not only count their citizens abroad, but
actually offer them dedicated representation in their federal legislative bodies
(e.g. French citizens abroad elect
SEVEN individuals to represent their
interests in the French Senate), US
citizens are only represented in a diffuse
and abstract manner. For as long as an
American citizen resides overseas, that
citizen will continue to vote in the last
state and congressional district in which
they last lived in the USA.
As per the famous watchcry of the
American Revolution, it is NOT “taxation without representation”, but it IS a
far cry from representation that has a
clear and dedicated understanding of
the unique circumstances of Americans
Abroad.
So, it’s time to STAND UP AND BE
COUNTED!
To do this, the FVAP has partnered with
the private, non-partisan, Overseas
Vote Foundation (www.OverseasVote
Foundation.org), LexisNexis Special
Services and others to attempt the
FIRST-EVER count of Americans who
reside overseas.
And while this initiative has several
components to it, we’re encouraging you
to DO SOMETHING VERY SIMPLE
(as we said above): Visit www.CountingCitizens-Abroad.org BEFORE JULY 15th
and BE COUNTED!
This is NOT an abstract, bean-counting
exercise. These numbers give Americans
Abroad strength in promoting business
overseas and clout when groups
representing
Americans
Abroad
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approach legislators about important
issues. It also DIRECTLY impacts how
resources are allocated to US consulates
and embassies abroad. When our
overseas communities are better
represented BY BEING COUNTED, the
government can devote the proper level
of funds and personnel to serve our
constituencies abroad. It improves our
access to Social Security, voting and
other services.
Please be aware that NO PERSONAL,
IDENTIFIABLE information is being
shared with ANY government agency.
This is a counting and demographics
project only.
It’s in YOUR hands. Do your part and
we can all benefit!

St ANDREW SOCIETY

Pipers at the Trooping of the Colour 2011

Rugby International: Brazil
20 x Scotland 20
A new page was added to the
international sporting history of Niteroi
on 18th June when Brazil´s national
rugby team confronted Edinburgh
University at the Caio Martins Stadium
in front of a reported 2,000 spectators. It
was the last match of a tour by the
Scottish side, which began in São Paulo
on 4th June, in which they lost only one
of their four matches.
Although the tour was well advertised
on local rugby websites, it was only by
chance that the news reached the St.
Andrew Society at the last minute,
fortunately for a few of us, who did go to
the match which was also televised live
on Sport TV. There was no way for us to
make contact with the players at the
stadium and so yet another opportunity
was lost for a visiting group to meet
members of their local Scottish
community in Rio. With all the instant
communication and social networking
facilities we have at our disposal, we can
still miss information which is
important to us.
The teams were introduced as “Brazil x
Scotland” complete with “Flower of

Scotland” and the Brazilian national
anthem. To set the record straight,
Brazil´s principal team was not facing
Scotland´s international squad of hard
hitting semi-professionals, just an
enthusiastic group of students from
Edinburgh up for a nice challenge in
tropical sunshine, as a change from
sloshing around up to their ears in mud
and freezing rain.
With spectators still arriving, Brazil
started with pace and power and were
first to put 5 points on the board
through a try by Pedro Rossa, but failed
to make the conversion. The students
took some time to get organized. One
penalty to Edinburgh and another to
Brazil took the score line to 8-3 in
Brazil´s favour by 24 minutes. Just
before half time, both teams played
some flowing rugby. Cuthbertson,
whose speed and guile troubled the
Brazilians every time he got ball, made it
10-8, but the student´s advantage was
short lived as another penalty put Brazil
ahead by 13-10. In a repeat of his first
try, Cuthbertson scored again to put
Edinburgh ahead by 17-13 at the
interval. Exciting stuff! Spectators were
still arriving (perhaps they had been
watching Sport TV). The young Scottish
lads might have been forgiven for
wilting under the fierce sun and the
effects of the last night´s caipirinhas, but
here they were with a four point
advantage at half time against Brazil´s
Finest. Not bad.
In fact the half time comment by rugby
star Fernando Portugal was that the
Brazilian players were feeling tired.
Some of their shirts failed to conceal
several bulging examples of the casual
rugby player´s favourite choice of
refreshment –beer!
The heat sapped away at the energy of
both teams in the second half. The
fitness and skill of the Scottish boys kept
them from being run over by their
heavier opponents after Brazil regained
the advantage from a try by Julian
converted by Gregg. With the outcome
going in Brazil´s favour at 20-17, the
Scots were defending desperately as
Brazil went in for the kill, bayed on by a
fiercely partisan crowd. (We can
understand Portuguese, too). Head
butts went unnoticed by the referee. In
the dying moments, the students
managed to break out and the counter
attack ended in a penalty to “Scotland”
when a Brazilian player lashed out at
ball and players in the ruck. Well, Caio
Martins is, or was, a football ground.
Many spectators were wearing Botafogo

shirts with “rugby” stencilled on the
back
As Cuthbertson was placing the ball, he
was loudly booed, cat called, whistled at
and jeered. These people, supposedly
members of a sports club, ought to know
that, even in the boiling cauldron of
Murrayfield, Scottish fans wouldn´t do
that to their greatest rivals – England –
no more than at any rugby match. It was
a very shameful act of discourtesy to
visitors – what will Brazilian spectators
be like during the World Cup and the
Olympics? As the noise died away and
the ball flew up and sweetly bisected the
sticks to level the score at 20-20, a single
cry of “Edinburgh” was immediately
stifled by a deafening roar of “Brasil,
Brasil, Brasil, Brasil !!!”
Overall it was a fair result to an
interesting match and the St. Andrew
Society would like to apologise to the
Edinburgh University rugby team on
behalf of those spectators at Caio
Martins stadium for their ugly display of
bad manners. The barracking may have
been played down on TV but the
Brazilian Rugby Association should take
note as they strive to improve the
Brazilian game through contact with
visiting sides from overseas. They come
here to assist. Don´t mock ‘em.

ROYAL BRITISH LEGION

The Royal British Legion at
Ninety Years – Born 15th
May 1921
Towards the end of 2010 the RBL started
celebrating its 90th Anniversary. These
celebrations, many of which were, and still
are, superb choral events in Churches
and Cathedrals throughout the United
Kingdom, continue well into 2011. By no
means the culmination of the celebrations, The Great Poppy Party Weekend
and National Toast took place over the
weekend 10 – 12 June 2011. This
brought together Legion members and
their supporters throughout the land,
not only to celebrate but to raise funds as
well. Have a look on the web at the sheer
number of parties that took place.
It is interesting to note some 400
Branches were formed in the same year,

but many have faded away leaving just
seven celebrating 90 years young as well.
But take a look at our own Branch when,
this year, we called members to the 89th
Annual General Meeting - not bad going
for a Branch that has survived the
general contraction of British presence
in Rio since its founding. Furthermore,
still going strong, it is a testament to the
unstinting efforts of its Committees over
the years and, as an ex-Serviceman I can
say this, to the members of the
Committee today who have no Service
history – yet share the same values and
work so hard, whilst holding down highpowered jobs in commerce. It astounds
me they find the time for Legion work. I
am sure we are all grateful for this, but
more importantly so are those they help,
whose demands grow over the years.
But this is our task, and we ask our
readership that, should new deserving
cases come to light, please let us know.
Back to the commemorative concerts,
that only have a break in August for
obvious reasons, it is interesting to note
the concert on the 11.11.11 is in the Isle
of Man, host to the recent Legion
Annual National Meeting, and that the
last one, on 9th December is in Stanley,
Falkland Islands. This date is just a few
months before the 30th Anniversary of
that conflict, whose repercussions are
still felt to this day.
Not only must we respect the past, but
also look to the present and future with
conflicts still ongoing. Our fund-raising
efforts will reach their peak in
November with our annual Poppy
Collection and, once again, a huge thank
you to those who gave in 2010 and
especially to The British School for their
marvellous response, followed by the
Gala Ball. This is already in the
advanced planning stage by the Branch
Events Sub-Committee, who surpassed
themselves last year and no doubt will
reach new heights in 2011. Our past
sponsors were so generous too and
although times are hard, we hope we can
count on their support again.
Finally, a note on Branch administration. Your Committee continues to
work conscientiously in the support we
provide to ex-service personnel and
their dependents. Not only this, but in
the introduction of new Statutes that
will see the Branch as a stand-alone
entity, and in the resolution of several
issues concerning estate disposal from
deceased members and supporters,
where the Branch has been obliged to
participate. There is much to do and
time is the most precious commodity in

short supply, but the Committee
remains resolute in its determination to
meet future challenges in the many years
to come.

InC - INTERNATIONAL CLUB
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InC Speaker series:
Phil Healey on Insurance
Members were treated to an interesting
talk by long-standing British resident
and insurance agent Phil Healey (and to
a complimentary first caipirinha) at the
Cafe Felice, on Gomes Carneiro at the
beginning of Ipanema, on 16th June.
Key points were: Car accident (nobody injured)
• Call police (190)
• Get name and ID and license plate no.
of other driver
• Best not to move car, but not illegal to
do so, esp. if interrupting traffic
• Check which police station officer is
from, for you need to pick up a
Boletim de Registro de Acidente de
Trânsito (or BRAT) later
• Call insurance broker and seek advice
• Take photos, from all angles (cell
phone)
Car accident (with death/ injury)
• All of the above, plus: • Call ambulance (192)
• Call lawyer
• Note address/ time/ weather and other
circumstances
• Try to find two witnesses (with names
and nos.)
• DO NOT LEAVE SCENE or move
vehicle until given official permission
Car insurance
• Don't buy from bank (ditto for all
subsequent advice) - use a broker
• Cost - 5-10% of cost of vehicle
• Liability insurance (for at least
R$100K) is essential, and cheap
• A good extra is spare car coverage
Home insurance
• Itemise items of value
• Insurance against theft very expensive
- most people don't
• Only one firm covers works of art
• Check what extras available (e.g.
electrician, plumber, etc)
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Liability
• Easily available through home
insurance
• Can include bodily damage to maid
• D&O (name from English: Directors
and Officers Insurance) can protect
expat director of company from
liabilities due to corporate risks (tax,
labour law etc.).
Rent Guarantee
• Guarantor for Rental contract can be
substituted by Rent Guarantee
Insurance
PGBL plans
• These are retirement plans for people
who earn salaries here
• Most larger corporations offer these
• Reduce tax liability - if deferred for 10
yrs, only 10% instead of standard
27.5%
• If your employer doesn't offer a plan,
you can open your own, paying in up
to 12% of your earnings. "One of the
best such plans in the world"!
Life & health
• Cost of registering and releasing estate
after death can be 15% (incl. tax)
• Can take 3 yrs to complete
• Therefore life insurance is no bad
thing to take out, lest dependents have
no income until everything resolved
• Omint is a good individual health plan
provider, but expensive
• As an individual expat, it's usually
better to buy an international health
insurance plan, e.g. those offered by
BUPA (from the UK not US), AETNAGoodhealth, or PPA-AXA.
For more information, contact:
Philip Healey, Rua Carlos Smile, 530
Casa Soberbo, Teresópolis,
RJ 25960-580 phil@rili.com.br Tel: (21)
2642 1549 Cel: (21) 8164 6464

BRITISH BURIAL FUND
University Guided Tour of
Gamboa Cemetery

us - they will be most welcome. Just for
the record, we receive contributions for
the Jumble Sale all the year round.
Deliveries can be made any day during
the week to Karen, secretary, Christ
Church, telephone 2226-7332 or to the
BCS secretary, Gaynor, telephone 25376695, between 8.30am. and 4.30 pm.
Please remember that between 2 pm.
and 3.30 pm. when the school finishes,
cars are not allowed into the grounds.

On 31st May, UERJ (Universidade
Estadual do Rio de Janeiro) organized a
Seminar “Celebrando os 200 anos do
Cemitério dos Ingleses”. The seminar
consisted of a guided tour of the
cemetery in the morning, and a ‘Round
Table’ discussion in the afternoon. The
Seminar was coordinated by Prof. Olga
Maíra Figueredo and Prof. Ivo Venerotti,
both of NeghaRIO – Núcleo de Estudos
sobre Geografia Humanística, Artes e
Cidade do Rio de Janeiro, who invited
the British Burial Fund management to
take part. The BBF/English Cemetery
was represented by Chris Hieatt, who
made a presentation at the Round Table
part of the Seminar, and accompanied
the tour. Prof. Olga was the guide for the
morning cemetery tour, which was
attended by about 30 people. She spoke
of the history of Rio, of the Gamboa
district, and of the cemetery itself, the
first open-air cemetery in Brazil.
A later tour was organized by the BCS in
conjunction with the InC – see the BCS
report above.

Marmalades, Pickles &
Chutneys
These can be bought any day during the
week within office hours and especially
on Tuesday mornings when the WDA
ladies are present. We have a supply of
lemon curd available – it is kept in the
refrigerator and is not on view in the
kitchen. A substantial amount of the
funds donated to the different charities
at the end of each year, comes from the
sale of these products. Please let your
friends and neighbours know they are
available.

Empty Jars:
Many of our readers automatically
return their empty marmalade, pickles
and chutney jars for re-use, which is
much appreciated. If you have any of
these empty jars lying around the
kitchen, please send them to us together
with the metal tops. Many thanks.

For guided tours of other historic parts
of Rio, see www.roteiros.igeog.uerj.br .

WOMEN’S DIOCESAN
ASSOCIATION (WDA)
Jumble Sale Wednesday 6th
July
Jubilee Hall, Christ Church, Rua Real
Grandeza 99, Botafogo 10 am. until
noon.
At the time of writing this article for the
July edition of The Umbrella, we are but
a few weeks away from the 6th July. We
are delighted to say that over the past
few weeks the flow of deliveries has been
very good and we trust this trend will
continue. Thank you so much for your
support.
If you are holding on to any items that
you still intend to donate to the WDA
for this year´s event, please send them to
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We look forward to informing you the
results of the Jumble Sale in the next
issue of The Umbrella.

Anne Robinson congratulates Mary Aune

Mary Aune’s 97th Birthday
Tuesday 7th June, was the birthday of
Mary Aune - the oldest member of the
WDA team. Mary is now 97 and she is
part of the group that produces all our
goodies in the kitchen. Be it rain or
shine, we can always count on her
presence. She is an example to all of us.
In the photo she is seen with Anne
Robinson, President WDA, just before
cutting the cake.

Mike Kepp

• Alan & Lynda Smith: for their tireless
work rescuing victims of the landslides in
Teresópolis last January, these BCS members were presented with a Certificate by
Deputy Prime Minister Nick Clegg at the
Queen’s Birthday Party celebration on
22nd June, held by the British ConsulateGeneral in the Copacabana Palace. The
entire British & Commonwealth community of Rio congratulates them on this
well-deserved recognition.
• Michael Kepp, an American journalist/writer in Brazil for 28 years, recently
published his second book of personal
essays, "Tropeços nos Trópicos—crônicas de
um gringo brasileiro" or "Stumbling in the

4 Corners (cont.)
THE BRITISH SCHOOL
TBS Graduates - Following
Their Steps
Stephanie Whyte ’2010 has been accepted
at every university she applied for, and
for the major she requested: 6 in the
USA and one in Australia. Her mother
wrote to us in April, when Stephanie had
not yet decided where she would go. In
Mrs Whyte’s own words: “Can't thank
you all enough for the fantastic
education at TBS, excellent preparation
that got her great IB and SAT scores and
guidance through the maze of university
requests, references and applications.”
Congratulations to the Whyte family for

• Virtual Police Station: Rio now has its
own "virtual police station" for reporting
small robberies (like cell phones). All you
have to do is register online and there is
no need to go to the precinct. Just access
http://www.delegaciavirtual.rj.gov.br/

the superb results and accomplishments!
Michael McLauchlan ’2010 will be going
to Durham University in September to
study English. For this first term of 2011,
Michael has been working at The British
School, Urca Site, assisting teachers in
the Drama Department. Thank you for
your continuous support Michael!
Laura Fritsch ’2010 applied to 11
universities in the USA and was
accepted by all of them, so it was not
easy to decide where to go. She had the
chance to visit a few of the universities at
the beginning of the year and Laura has
decided that she will join Columbia
College (at Columbia University,

AroundRio

Lynda & Alan Smith remembering the tragedy at
the First Benefit Concert for the Serra in January

Tropics – essays of a Brazilian gringo" (ed.
Record). Mike will talk about his adventures in Brazil and how he adapted to his
adopted home, on 25th August at 7pm in
the Jubilee Hall. Mike will recount some of
the experiences that he describes in the
book’s essays. One involves his trying to
enter highway police headquarters on the
outskirts of Rio, being barred from doing
so because he was wearing bermudas, and
having to borrow the pants of a rather
proper taxi driver who drove him there to
get some car-accident forms. Mike will
bring copies of his book for anyone interested in buying one (R$33).

• LondonRio: Foreign investors Gordon
Lewis and Yewweng Ho (former owners of
Asia Restaurant in Santa Teresa) are bringing to Rio the concept launched by
LondonRio on the English market: tailoring great offices for the local and international market. Targeting executives and
small to larger companies who, for obvious
logistical reasons, need to be close to the
downtown and harbour areas of Rio, the
units are completely rebuilt with superior
products and delivered to tenants with
recessed lightning, split air conditioning,
refrigerators and even coffee machines.
Everything is solved! As Gordon sums it
up: “We have fantastic turnkey offices with
no work to do on them. This is the further
kind of offices for Rio business people.”
Measuring from 100 to 300m², the units
are located around Rio Branco Avenue,
Passos Avenue and the City Harbour,
which is currently being revitalized. Rents
range from R$ 50 to R$ 80 a square meter,
and contracts are renewed annually.
LondonRio will always offer the best modern offices in Rio. Check out what we have
with more offices to come this year in
downtown and the port area (Gamboa):
www.londonrio.com .

NewYork), for a double major in
Architecture & Visual Arts. The British
School, Rio de Janeiro is very proud of
Laura’s achievements and wishes her
success and happiness in this new phase
of life.
Hannah Steinitz’2009 went to University
College London to study Medicine. At
the end of 2010, we heard from Dr
David Stevens, the Head of the UCL
International Office, that Hannah was
awarded the Ernest Hecht UCL
Scholarship (Overseas) - http://www.ucl.ac.uk/
prospective-students/scholarships/
undergraduate/hecht_os. Way to go,
Hannah! Make us proud!
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BCS QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY PARTY 2011

The birthday cake

Happy guests

Glasses charged for Loyal Toast

Mary Crawshaw, Jack Woodall & Rev. Stuart Broughton raise the Loyal Toast

Preparing to sing the National Anthem

Chairman Jack Woodall & Past Chairman Mary Crawshaw cut the cake

Batman after putting his foot in it (the cake)!

Fancy dress prize-winners Paloma de Carvalho, Beatriz Moreira, Sophie Wright

BCS QUEEN’S BIRTHDAY PARTY 2011

Feather flag handcraft

Fancy dress competitors

Raffle prizes; tickets overflowed the jar into a box

Canadian Consul Anouk Bergeron-Laliberte picks air ticket raffle winners

Mary & Jack present British Airways double ticket to winner Monica Hulme

Happy American Airlines ticket winner Sheila Causer

Raffle winner Bob Hartley

Raffle winner Bryan Stanford

OFF THE BEATEN TRACK

HENRY ADLER

A GOOD END, A GOOD VIEW
AND A SURPRISE IN RORAIMA
Roraima is the Brazilian state where access
is easier and better from neighbouring
countries than it is from within Brazil! The
roads to and from Venezuela in the north
and Guyana in the east are paved, in good
condition and border crossings are easy, or
so we thought! Try getting to and from
Manaus by road and it’s a different matter.
For a start it’s over 800km. But you could
drive that in a long day – or you could
except for a couple of problems. Most of
the highway is very precarious, especially in
the 6 months of the year when the rain
buckets down. Then there’s the small matter of Waimiri Atroari. For 120km straddling
the Roraima-Amazonas state border the
road passes through what is virtually an
independent state within the State. The
Waimiri Atroari are an Indian tribe and this
is their territory. Some of their rules: no
entry between dusk and dawn; no stopping
in the territory. So you better make sure
your vehicle has enough fuel to make it and
don’t forget to go to the loo before entering!

ing, then come back here and I’ll go in with
your passports and get them all stamped.
I’m well known here. It looked like it was
going to work until one guy came out to
look at the pickup and spotted us. This
time we presented our permanências and
said we lived in Rio. Same reply. Then we
got annoyed and the row caused another
guy to wander out. We told him that we’d
left Brazil at Oiapoque and traveled through
the 3 Guyanas without any hassles …. until
now! You guys came overland! How do you
get back to Rio? Overland?!? No, by plane
tonight (we said) from Boa Vista if you let
us back into Brazil in time to get the bus ….
To our surprise he took our documents,
stamped our passports and bade us
“Bemvindo de volta”!

A good view

Bordering on the ridiculous
Having said that the border crossings are
easy, let me add “if it wasn’t for Brazilian
‘burrocracy’”. But as usual there’s always a
jeito. The Guyanan-Brazilian border until
recently used to be a river where vehicles
and passengers crossed on a pontoon of a
couple of planks of wood attached to 2
boats driven by outboard motors. It was
cheaper and easier, particularly in the dry
season, to wander down to the stream that
fed the river and wade across. You crossed
when you wanted with whatever you wanted and there were moto-taxis conveniently
waiting out of sight in the trees to take you
to Lethem in Guyana or Bonfim in Brazil.
Not any more! Brazil decided to build a
smart new concrete bridge, inaugurated by
Lula in late 2009, Customs and Immigration
posts and approach roads on both sides of
the border. The river crossings have been
cut off with barbed wire and patrols, not
that that stops enterprising people on both
sides of the border – and their goods.
Our guide and driver, Navin, said he’d take
us across the border to Bonfim and drop us
off at the bus station to get the afternoon
bus to Boa Vista. He could go that far without a passport for the day. Great! Until we
got to the border. He was waved through
but on presenting our passports we were
told that it was lunchtime until 15:00h! But
we’ve already been stamped out of Guyana
and we’ll miss the bus. Come back later,
they said. Then Navin had an idea. We’ll
drive back to the bridge as if we’re return-
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Bonfim is, literally, the end of the road. A
“good end”? For us it was. A quick beer and
snack at the only bar open, um abraço to
Navin and onto the bus. A few hours later
we saw Boa Vista appearing almost like an
oasis in the desert, with tall buildings
standing out in the cerrado. Another new
city like Brasília or Palmas we thought.
Then as we approached the bridge across
the Rio Branco we saw why it was called
Boa Vista. The town’s on one side of the
river with a part high up on a hill above a
bend in the river. The view downriver is
beautiful with mountains on the skyline. A
“boa vista” – unlike Brasilia or Palmas.
If ever the expression “laid back” could be
applied then surely it’s here in Boa Vista.
There’s little traffic, hustle or bustle.
Bahianos would be stressed here! And it
has a historic centre (yes, really) that’s been
preserved at the same time as the modern

town has developed all around. The main
shopping street is notable for a large number of shops selling hammocks! The area
was settled by military personnel in a fort
nearby in 1775 (but no trace remains today)
and in 1830 a farm was established on the
river. This attracted other fazendeiros to an
area which was almost empty except for the
military and the indigenous tribes. By the
end of the 19th century the nucleus of a
town had been established with neo-classical buildings on top of the hill overlooking
the river and the “boa vista”. Roraima was
only made a state, and Boa Vista its capital, in the 1988 Constitution. Since then it’s
grown rapidly with a population approaching 300,000. The old centre still has the
original Church of São Sebastião, today
supplanted by the modern Cristo Redentor
Cathedral built in 1972, with a notable convex roof. There’s also a huge evangelical
church and plenty of small, evangelical
denominations. The last census indicated
that 15% of Boa Vista’s population are
evangelicals!
The old centre is where the population
goes for entertainment. The old houses and
buildings have become restaurants, bars
and cafés, art galleries and handicraft centres. They feature animals made from balata,
a rubber-like latex, and then painted.

A hand to mouth existence
We wanted to see the riverside areas for the
birds and wildlife and walked down to and
along the river until we found a couple of
places advertising ecological river trips.
Except they’d stopped because the river was
too low! We were having a few beers when
one of the boatmen arrived. Want to see
some wildlife, he said? He cut up papaya and
“called” the iguanas. In a few minutes they
were eating the fruit out of his hand, even out
of his mouth …..

Vida boa em Boa Vista!
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musician plays his instrument to add to the
general atmosphere where text, music, lyrics,
acting, singing and dancing are a whole. In
short, it is an evening not to be missed!

THEATRE

FIDDLER ON THE ROOF
EWA PROCTOR
This is the first time I am writing for The
Umbrella – and I certainly wish to start on the
right foot! If you do not go often to the theatre
(at least, in Brazil) you probably do not read
the theatre column in the newspaper, and are
not aware of the good shows that are on. I
hope to be writing regularly for The Umbrella,
and giving you some good tips. Obviously, I
would never recommend a show I did not see,
or tell you about an experimental play which
is playing in some God-forsaken place. There
are limits. As I usually go to the theatre once
or twice a week, I believe I have a fair picture
of what is going on. Like in any other part of
the world, there are wonderful plays being
presented in Rio de Janeiro. However, sometimes one gets quite upset about wasting time
to see athe kind of rubbish that obviously
appeals only to the actors and their friends. If
you are concerned about the language barrier
or worried you will not understand what is
happening on stage, I would say try a musical
first. Preferably, a musical you know, either
from having seen it on stage in London or New
York, or in its cinema version. Fiddler on the
Roof fits the bill. And it is a wonderful show!
Playing at the Oi Casa Grande Theatre, conveniently located on Av. Afrânio de Melo Franco
290, Leblon, with parking facilities at Shopping
Leblon, Fiddler on the Roof (Um Violinista no
Telhado) is a show not to be missed. Based on
stories by Sholom Aleichem, and originally
written by Jerry Bock and Sheldon Harnick,
this is the second time that Fiddler on the Roof
has been presented in Rio de Janeiro (the first
was in 1971). Now two Brazilian “musical wizards” (Charles Möeller and Cláudio Botelho)
have staged a musical that could compete with
anything presented either on Broadway or the
West End. They have been working together
for many years, and putting on different musical
shows, mostly North American ones: Gypsy,
The Sound of Music, Hair, etc. and, jointly or

separately, a variety of smaller shows with
songs ranging from Gershwin, Cole Porter,
Irving Berlin, Burt Bacharach to a more recent
one featuring Beatles songs and at least two
Brazilian musicals: 7 - O Musical and A Ópera
do Malandro. It would mean a long list just to
mention everything they did together, including all the awards they have won.

Try the Brazilian theatre; it is not a frightening
proposition. Start with this American musical
– who knows, you may have such a good time
that you will want to repeat the experience
watching another show. And I would like to
add something else: if you have seen a certain
play in London or New York, and if you have
enjoyed it, don’t be afraid to see it if it is playing in Rio. You know the plot; you are familiar
with the characters. It is good to hear it in
another language: and it also helps you to get
more familiar with Brazilian Portuguese.
Remember: theatre is a universal proposition.
As Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) said: “For we
that live to please, must please to live”.
Certainly, the cast and crew of Fiddler on the
Roof fit the bill.

José Mayer is Tevye in Um Violinista no Telhado

But let us go back to Fiddler on the Roof. The
story of Tevye and his family, the old Jewish
traditions against the (then) new times, their
adaptation to a new life, brings to the audience
tremendous emotion that is not commonly
experienced nowadays.
As for the acting, singing and dancing … I
can start by saying that the translations of
both text and lyrics are excellent, the sets and
costumes have the right atmosphere for the
musical, and the lighting is very good. It
would be difficult to pick up anyone out of the
large cast and say: “He/she was the best!”
However, José Mayer in the leading and very
demanding role – quite different from what he
has done up to now –brings humanity and
tenderness to Tevye, besides singing with an
excellent voice.
Marcelo de Castro beautifully conducts the
orchestra. It is a serious work where every
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Now, let us go back to the present and to the
sad part of Fiddler on the Roof: PRICES. It
plays from Thursday to Sunday. On Thursdays and Fridays the prices vary from R$ 40
to R$ 120; on Saturdays and Sundays from
R$ 60 to R$ 150. On Thursdays and Fridays,
the show starts at 9:00 P.M; on Saturday,
there are two performances: one at 5:30 P.M.,
and the other one at 9:00 P.M.; on Sunday,
the show is at 7:00 P.M.
You can also book through the Internet. But
book early because the show is a huge success
and tickets are hard to get; and it seems that
the Internet only sells tickets for the week
when you book. By the way: although Um
Violinista no Telhado is a huge success, it is
due to close on 18th September; the theatre
has already signed a contract with another
production. Whether this musical will move
to another theatre is something nobody
knows at the moment. Enjoy the theatre! Have
a wonderful time! I hope to be giving you
some other tips very soon.
[Ewa Procter is a playwright and theatre translator, and a Board Member of the Instituto
Cultural Chiquinha Gonzaga.]

EMAGRECIMENTO • ENDOCRINOLOGIA
LASER • LUZ PULSADA • RADIOFR EQUENCIA
LASER DE CO2 FRACIONADO

Professora de Laser da Sociedade Brasileira de Medicina Estética

Depilação permanente, retirada de mancha s, cicatrizes, rugas, vasos.
Rejuvenescimento Facial e das Mãos, Botox, Preenchimentos Faciais, Tratamento de Gordura Localizada, Celulite, Flacidez e Estrias

Rua Visconde de Pirajá 351/514, Forum de Ipanema, Rio. Tel: 21 2522-4966, 21 8777-7381
anabela@anabelarodrigues.com.br • www.anabelarodrigues.com.br
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TIGER’S WIFE WINS ORANGE FICTION PRIZE
JAMES PRESSLEY &
HEPHZIBAH ANDERSON

Tea Obreht won the Orange Prize for Fiction, receiving
£30,000 ($49,000) and a bronze statuette called “the Bessie”
after overcoming competition from Emma Donoghue and
four other novelists in the U.K. literary award for women.
At 25, the Serbian-American is the youngest author to capture
the award, the organisers said. She was honoured during a
ceremony at London’s Royal Festival Hall for The Tiger’s Wife,
a debut novel set in a war-torn Balkan country.
Wearing a purple dress as she accepted the award, Obreht looked
stunned and delivered a long list of thank-yous. She later told us
that she never expected to win. “I’m incredibly superstitious, so
I didn’t prepare a speech,” she said. “But a few moments before
the announcements began I thought, ‘I can’t have nothing.’ So I
just wrote down a few names I shouldn’t forget.”
The Tiger’s Wife (Weidenfeld & Nicolson) is narrated by a
young physician named Natalia who learns, while delivering
vaccines to an orphanage, that her beloved grandfather has
died in mysterious circumstances.
Piecing together stories her grandfather told her as a child,
Natalia is drawn into a web of fables, allegories and violent
events borrowed from newspaper headlines. Along the way,
Obreht “reminds us how easily we can slip into barbarity,” said
the head of the judging panel, Bettany Hughes.

Balkan Tragedy
“Obreht’s powers of observation and her understanding of the
world are remarkable,” Hughes said in an e-mailed statement.
“By skillfully spinning a series of magical tales, she has
managed to bring the tragedy of chronic Balkan conflict
thumping into our front rooms with a bittersweet vivacity.”
Obreht said that the next stop for her is Serbia, to see her grandmother, who doesn’t speak English and can’t read the novel – yet.
There are now plans to translate the book into Serbian and Croatian.
First awarded in 1996, the Orange Prize was founded to celebrate
fiction by women worldwide. The bookies’ favorite to win this
year’s prize was Donoghue’s Room (Picador), which tells the
horrifying story of a college student abducted and held captive
for years in a secure chamber, like Elisabeth Fritzl of Austria.
The other finalists for the prize were Aminatta Forna’s The
Memory of Love (Bloomsbury); Emma Henderson’s Grace
Williams Says It Loud (Sceptre); Nicole Krauss’s Great House
(Viking); and Kathleen Winter’s Annabel (Cape).
Previous Orange Prize recipients have included Barbara
Kingsolver for The Lacuna, Marilynne Robinson for Home
and Rose Tremain for The Road Home.

Tea Obrecht, author of The Tiger’s Wife

Books

This is not that book about how a
Chinese mother is really strict but
learns some lessons, nor is it a sexy
interspecies romance, nor the tragic
growing-up tale of Calvin and Hobbes.
It’s much, much better. - Alexandra Beggs

Review: LUCY POPESCU
Téa Obreht's stunning debut novel is all the more remarkable
when you realise it was written when she was just 25. Born in 1985
in former Yugoslavia, Obreht covers 60 years of this war-torn
region's history through a series of enchanting, surreal tales.

Natalia, a young doctor, is travelling "over the border" to
inoculate the children of an orphanage; children "orphaned by
our own soldiers". En route, she learns of her grandfather's
death, in an unknown town, apparently on his way to meet her.
Natalia's grandfather, also a doctor, beguiled her with stories
from his childhood. The most resonant is that of the tiger who
escaped from the local zoo after it was bombed by the
Germans in 1941. The tiger arrives in her grandfather's village
and is befriended by a deaf-mute Muslim girl who becomes
known as "The Tiger's Wife".
Another tale involves her grandfather's encounters with "the
deathless man", who warns people of their imminent death
and guards their souls for 40 days. His claims of immortality
result in a wager that is to cost the doctor his most beloved
possession, a childhood copy of The Jungle Book. Some of the
richest folklore in Europe, including the vampire myth, comes
from the Balkans. Obreht capitalises on this and, like a
magician, conjures up a host of larger-than-life characters that
become the stuff of modern legend: the disappointed butcher
who aspires to be a musician, the apothecary with a shady
past, and the bear-man with a passion for embalming.
Obreht knits together these stories to create a colourful
tapestry that illuminates her native country's recent past. On
war and ethnic cleansing, she is incredibly astute: "When your
fight has purpose – to free you from something, to interfere on
the behalf of an innocent – it has a hope of finality. When the
fight is about unravelling – when it is about your name, the
places to which your blood is anchored, the attachment of your
name to some landmark or event – there is nothing but hate,
and the long, slow progression of people who feed on it..."
The book is about the rituals of love and hate and how life and
death stalk each other. Obreht highlights the superstitions and
stories we concoct to free us from our fears. Beautifully
executed, haunting and lyrical, The Tiger's Wife is an
ambitious novel that succeeds on all counts. It's a book you
will want to read again and again.
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THE BAMBI EFFECT

Sudoku

JACK WOODALL

In the USA recently, more cases have been reported each year than
the year before. The disease is named for the town of Lyme, Massachusetts, where cases were first recognized as being a new human
disease, although of course deer had probably suffered from it for
millennia. Although not exactly deadly – nobody has died from it
– Lyme is responsible for an ever-increasing number of cases in
the USA which, if not treated will develop, in an average of 6
months’ time, painful intermittent swelling of the knees and other
large joints, a condition that may persist for years. Untreated
Lyme disease patients also have a 1 in 20 chance of developing, in
a few weeks or months, nasty things like encephalitis, meningitis,
facial palsy and cerebral ataxia. The symptoms of cerebral ataxia
include loss of balance, altered gait, intention tremor, deterioration in handwriting, slurred speech, inability to judge distance
when reaching for something, and sudden throwing movements
of the arm when holding an object. Then there is heart damage.
Luckily, an infected tick bite is easy to see. It starts as a red spot that
slowly spreads out like the ring of ripples from a stone dropped
into water. When the ring gets two inches wide, you should start
worrying. You will start to feel ill, with fever, headache, stiff neck,
fatigue, muscle and shifting joint pains and swollen lymph nodes.
Luckily, it can be treated with antibiotics. There used to be vaccine
for Lyme, but there were a few cases of bad side-effects leading to
lawsuits, so production was abandoned.
Lyme disease has now been reported from 47 states in the USA
and two provinces of Canada, and also from Europe, Russia,
China and Japan. So watch out for tick bites wherever you go.
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Sudoku results for June

Deadly Bugs

Because of the perennially popular movie of that name, suburban
American housewives – desperate or not – are reluctant to treat
deer as the vermin they are, however much destruction the
admittedly cute animals wreak on their fences, trees and flowers.
In consequence, Walt Disney has become the unwitting abettor of
an emerging disease – Lyme borreliosis, popularly known as
Lyme disease, due to the burgeoning population of deer. There
are now actually more deer in the northeastern states than when
the Pilgrim Fathers landed. This is because, as housing developments with catchy names like “Deer Run” spread into their habitat, deer are forced to switch from their forage, which has been
destroyed, to the young trees, flowers and vegetables in the yards
of those upscale homes. Now deer have ticks, and the ticks transmit between deer a disease caused by flexible, spirally twisted
bacteria called Borrelia. But when still hungry ticks fall off a deer
and find a human instead, they aren’t fussy and top up from him
or her, and if they are infected with Borrelia, they pass them on.
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THE ROYAL BRITISH LEGION XWORDS
Results for June
ACROSS: : 9 Arsenal, 10 Edition, 11 Oat, 12 Buck-saw, 13
Incline, 14 Nod, 16 Emir, 18 Dust, 19 Cox, 24 Extricate, 28 Say,
31 Next, 33 Tame, 35 Oil, 38 Upriser, 39 Abridge, 40 Air, 41
Kumquat, 42 Cabaret.
DOWN: 1 Has-been, 2 Psychic, 3 Gnash, 4 Flown, 5 Fetid, 6
Ditch, 7 Bilious, 8 Entente, 15 On, 17 Roe, 20 XXX, 21 Uri, 22
Icy, 23 Its, 25 Eat, 26 Unlucky, 27 Extreme, 29 Yard-arm, 30
Memento, 32 Hi, 34 Issue, 35 Orate, 36 Larch, 37 Tribe.

QUEEN IS 85
Will she become longest reigning
monarch?

Queen at Trooping of the Colour; Prince William far left

Her Majesty has now reigned a year longer than Pedro II of Brazil.
She has already surpassed George III of the UK, who died in
January 1820 after reigning for 59 years, 96 days, and in 2015 will
have reigned as long as Queen Victoria. King Sobhuza II of
Swaziland had the unfair advantage of being proclaimed king in
1899 at the age of four months; he died in 1982 after reigning for
nearly 83 years. One of the Japanese emperors was claimed to have
ruled for 101 years – but that is a legend.

Queen's Birthday Honours List
2011: Commonwealth

Queen's carriage passes mounted Horse Guards

PRINCE PHILIP AT 90

Queen & Duke of Edinburgh in Tuvalu, 1982

This year’s Birthday Honours list included people who have served
the community in
• the Channel Islands – including an MBE to Timothy Peet of
Guernsey for service as a volunteer surgeon at Kitovu Hospital,
Uganda
• the Isle of Man – including an MBE to David Knight, for services
to the sport of motorcycling
• Antigua & Barbuda
• Barbados
• Bermuda
• Grenada
• Papua New Guinea – including
• - a CBE to John Wild for services to air transport and tourism,
• - an OBE to Stephen Mokis for services to the New Ireland
Provincial Government &
• - an MBE to Aravapo Lohia, for services to Air Niugini
• St Lucia
• Solomon Islands &
• Tuvalu (formerly the Ellice Islands).
They included lots of people awarded the ISO (Imperial Service
Order) and BEM (British Empire Medal) that we don’t hear about
in the list of UK awardees.

Commonwealth

It was a bright sunny day on 11th June when Queen Elizabeth II
rode in the Trooping of the Colour this year. Remember when she
would ride proudly side-saddle at the head of the parade? Now
she rolls along in a Royal Carriage without, this year, the 90-yearold Prince Philip by her side (he’s “winding down” his royal duties
now), but with her grandson Prince William, Duke of Cambridge,
almost unrecognizable under his huge bearskin hat, in the rank of
four Royal Colonels right behind her. Princess Catherine (Kate),
Duchess of Cambridge – she stole the show with her radiant smile
– rode in another carriage beside Camilla, Duchess of Cornwall.

Happy 90th!

Queen Elizabeth II and her husband Prince Philip paid a rare visit
Tuesday 21st June to Prime Minister David Cameron’s official
residence for a lunch to celebrate the prince’s 90th birthday. The
red carpet was rolled out at Number 10 Downing Street in London,
with the Conservative leader and his wife Samantha greeting the
royal couple as they arrived for their first visit to the prime
ministerial home since 2002.
Samantha Cameron, dressed in a white dress with green belt,
curtseyed as she shook hands with the queen and Philip. The queen
was wearing a green jacket and white gloves. Cameron led the
group into Number 10, where lunch began with starters of Stilton
cheese and watercress tart followed by Inverurie beef from
Aberdeenshire in northeast Scotland. For dessert they had peaches
and nectarines with ice cream.
Philip, the longest-serving consort in British history, turned 90 on
10th June and spent his birthday with a typical lack of fuss, hosting
a charity reception and chairing a conference for military colonels.
On the prince’s birthday, Cameron paid tribute to him as “a man
who has given his time and effort and passion to so many great
causes up and down the country, across the Commonwealth and
indeed the world.”
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BRITISH DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER VISITS BRAZIL
ROBIN EVANS

Brit. Consulate
18

Nick Clegg, accompanied by four Ministers,
a business delegation and representatives
from sports, culture and higher education,
paid a brief visit to Brazil on 21st and 22nd
June. He was the guest of honour at the official Queen's Birthday Party at the
Copacabana Palace Hotel on 22nd June,
immediately before his departure. He was
accompanied by Jeremy Hunt, Secretary of
State for Culture, Olympics, Media and
Sport; David Willets, Minister of State for
Universities and Science; Lord Green,
Minister of State for Trade and Investment;
and Jeremy Browne, Minister of State for the
Foreign and Commonwealth Office.

spoke enthusiastically at the party. He also
described the warm and ever-deepening
relations between the UK and Brazil ahead of
the Olympics.

The party was very well-attended, as
always. This year, it included a recital by
the celebrated British cello player David
Chew, and a performance by dancers from
the distinguished Deborah Colker compaDPM Nick Clegg
ny. The DPM spoke very well. In an earlier
statement, he had said “This visit shows the
Queen's Birthday Party UK’s determination to renew this vital partThe DPM presented Alan nership. The size and nature of my delegation reflects the importance we attach to
& Lynda Smith with a
our relationship with Brazil. I strongly
Certificate in recognition believe that the UK and Brazil have a great
in common: as democracies, as chamof their efforts rescuing deal
pions of human rights, in our commitment
British business leaders from sectors such
victims of the landslides to development and green growth, and as
as energy, oil and gas, biotechnology, construction and financial services were also
in Teresópolis in January proud hosts of the Olympic and Paralympic
Games". Here, he added that, in his capacpart of the delegation, as well as representatives of 12 educational institutions including King’s College ity of Lord President of the Privy Chamber, he had regular
London, Manchester University, and Aberdeen University. monthly meetings with Her Majesty: at the last such meeting,
he had mentioned his forthcoming visit, and she said that she
In Rio, the Deputy Prime Minister participated in a conference on had the warmest memories of her visit here in 1968. And, in
sports sustainability and legacy. He also saw firsthand a project in conversation with your correspondent, he agreed (after this, his
Rio to reach youngsters in poor communities through football, first visit) that Rio was indeed the most beautiful city in the
run by the Premier League and local partners, about which he world.

CAMEL MILK CHOCOLATE & IMMUNOGLOBULIN
SUSAN DE H. BAEKELAND

I have studied camels in many countries,"
says Bernard Faye of the France-based
research organisation CIRAD (Centre de
coopération internationale en recherche
agronomique pour le développement).
"From the Rift Valley of Africa to Central
Asia you often hear it said that camel milk
can cure [diseases]; diabetes, tuberculosis,
stomach ulcers, gastro-enteritis, cancer are
all claimed to be cured." Not surprisingly,
scientists have attempted to verify or disprove the claims. What they have found is
that there appears to be some scientific
basis for some of the claimed cures, but
that the experimental design has not
always been sound. Essentially, there are
two ways to test the curative capacity of
camel milk. First is to have a rigorous
experimental procedure and, with
humans, double blind trials. The second is
to have more information on the constituents of camel milk, specifically the
components which could be responsible
for the claimed medical properties.
Close analysis of camel milk does show
some medicinal potential. The milk protein lactoferrin, which is present in large
quantities in camel milk (ten times higher
than in cow milk), does have some antiviral and anti-bacterial properties.
Fermented camel milk is high in lactic
bacteria, which have been shown to be
effective against pathogens including

A natural component of cow and human
milk, lactoferrin is also found throughout
the human body; it occurs in all secretions
that bathe mucous membranes, such as saliva,
tears, bronchial and nasal secretions, hepatic bile and pancreatic fluids. Exactly how
lactoferrin functions is not entirely clear,
but it is known to enhance the immune
response, both directly and indirectly
(passively,) in reaction to a wide range of
immune challenges, and is an essential
factor in the immune response in humans.
The health-promoting properties of camel
milk are a strong boost for sales and, in
certain regions such as the Middle East,
they are the driver for intensification of
camel dairying. According to Ulrich
Wernery of the Central Veterinary
Research Laboratory in Dubai, it is time
for the camel to be managed in some of the
ways that are well established with milk
cows. "I'm convinced that where there's
money, such as in the United Arab
Emirates, there will be dairy camel operations in the future, just like the world has
now with dairy cows. Maybe there will
even be high-tech rotary milking parlours," says Wernery. Trials are also proceeding to increase milk yields through
intensification and breeding. "We are
looking at solar systems to power smallscale milk units. And, we're looking at the
genetic potential of the animal too
because, in two generations, we will design
and breed a camel to suit an automatic system," he claims. The United Arab Emirates

She knows the 100th name of Allah

are already selling chocolate made from
camel's milk. I would certainly buy, I am
very fond of camel's milk. But I recall in
the 1960's it was not suitable to make
instant whip, which was all the rage then.
That dates one.
Will this system be able to produce the
quantities of camel milk required - especially if a potentially large new customer
appears on the scene? There has been
longstanding interest in the potential to
harness the power of lactoferrin in treatments for certain illnesses, but now a
whole new constituent of camel milk is
under scrutiny. "The medical sector is very
interested in the immunoglobulin of camel
milk. This is the substance that contributes
to immunity against infection. The
immunoglobulin of camels is quite unique
in the animal world," says Faye. If successful, the research could lead to the development of a whole new family of vaccinations
against some of the biggest killer diseases
of our time, such as cancer. Not surprisingly, a leading pharmaceutical company has
camel milk on its research agenda.

Nature lore

In the camel beauty competition in 2010,
about 2,000 people from all over the Gulf
brought along more than 24,000 camels to
vie for the title of the most beautiful camel
and the top prize of a Nissan 6x6. Now a
new category has been added to one of the
biggest camel beauty competitions, the
Mazayina Dhafra Camel Festival, which
will be open to entries from not only the
Gulf but also from across the world. In the
new category the winner will be the camel
that produces the largest amount of milk.

Bacillus, Staphylococcus, Salmonella and
Escherichia. The vitamin C content of
camel milk is generally double that of
cow's milk. In Russia, Kazakhstan and
India there are many examples of camel
milk - as much as a litre a day - being prescribed to hospital patients to aid recovery
from tuberculosis, diabetes and Crohn's
disease (an incurable chronic disease of
the intestinal tract that can cause pain,
diarrhea, weight loss and bleeding).

A medical breakthrough could bring
about a huge leap in the respect shown for
camels and those who keep them. But
could it bring riches to camel owners? Faye
has his doubts. "Of course it could be a
solution for camel development, but there
is also a risk that the pharmaceutical
industry could isolate the molecule they
are interested in and synthesise it artificially. Then it would be: 'Thank you camel
but now you can go back to where you
belong.'"
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Classified ads
SERVICES
PSYCHOTHERAPY [ADOLESCENTS & ADULTS] - VIVIANE RICHARDSON. EXPERIENCE WITH EXPATRIATED AND CROSS-CULTURAL ISSUES. LIVED MANY
YEARS OVERSEAS: CANADA, SINGAPORE, UK AND USA. BRAZILIAN-BRITISH
PSYCHOLOGIST (LICENSE:CRP-05.33022), SPECIALIST IN ANALYTICAL AND
SHORT-TERM PSYCHOTHERAPY. MASTER OF ARTS, ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY,
UK. MASTER OF LINGUISTICS -BILINGUALISM, PUC-RIO. APPOINTMENT BY
PHONE (21) 9966.9494 OR E-MAIL: VIVIANERICHARDSON@GMAIL.COM

BUYING & SELLING

USED FURNITURE FOR SALE: LARGE SOLID WOOD CHEST/APARADOR; 2
BRUSHED BRONZE LAMPS 1.08M HIGH; 2 AMERICAN-STYLE SINGLE BEDS; COFFEE TABLE 1.20SQ. GLASS W/RATTAN; DINING TABLE, GLASS TOP, 4 CHAIRS; MODERN WOODEN DBLE HEADBOARD; HEALTH RIDER EXERCISE BIKE. CONTACT
7132 7914 FOR PICTURES AND PRICES."

ACCOMODATION
ENGLISH RESIDENT IN BRASIL SEEKS FURNISHED APARTMENT FOR TWO
RESPONSIBLE ADULTS, FOR JULY OR AUGUST - ONE MONTH - JOHN REEVES (22) 2523 3246 - JOHNREEVES.REEVES@YAHOO.COM.BR

DEADLINE for our August 2011
edition is MONDAY, JULY
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Be sure not to miss
your Umbrella!
Keep your annual fees paid
and your address updated!

AUGUST
02 InC New Members Gathering 10am
15 SCM Mid-year Concert 8pm
18 InC Cafezinho Recreio 10am
18 INC Speaker Series 7pm
20 AmSoc NE Brazilian Night (to be confirmed)
25 BCS Talk, Mike Kepp 7pm
SEPTEMBER
01 AmSoc Ladies' Night (to be confirmed)
05 Holiday USA Labour Day
06 InC New Members Gathering 10am
07 Holiday Brazil Independence Day
15 InC Cafezinho 10am
17 BCS Beatles night
20 AmSoc Museum Visit (to be confirmed)
30 InC General Meeting 10:30am

Calendar

SELLING: DORIS IS SELLING HER TRUSTY 1994 DAIHATSU FEROZA 4X4 1,6LT
GASOLINA 130.000KM. DRIVEN MAINLY IN RIO. NO RUST & IN GOOD NICK FOR ITS
AGE (LIKE DORIS!) FEATURES: REMOVABLE ROOF ALLOWING CONVERSION TO
AN OPEN 5-SEATER. BACK SEAT FOLDS DOWN TO CONVERT TO A PICKUP.
VERSATILE: TOWN; COUNTRY; FAZENDA; OFF ROAD. R$15.000 ONO
CALL HENRY ON (21) 2552 7735 OR E-MAIL DORIS-BEINHAUER@UOL.COM.BR

JULY
02 SAS Quaich & SAS vs MOGA Golf match
04 Holiday (USA) Independence Day
06 WDA Jumble Sale 10am – noon
07 AmSoc Ladies’ Night 8pm (to be confirmed)
16 InC Speaker Series: “Driving in Brazil”
19 AmSoc Museum visit (to be confirmed)

Mark your calendars for:
15 October SAS 25th Anniversary Caledonian Ball
06 November RBL Poppy Gala Ball
03 December WDA Bazaar 30
10 December BCS Christmas Party
Scottish Country Dancing: open to all
Every Tuesday 8pm at Paissandu Club
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